Spectroscopic evidence and molecular simulation investigation of the pi-pi interaction between pyrene molecules and carbon nanotubes.
The pi-pi interaction between pyrene molecules and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) or multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) was studied by fluorescence, FTIR, Raman spectroscopy and molecular simulation. The carbon nanotubes were incubated in pyrene solution and dried for characterization. A broadband fluorescence emission at 463 nm of the incubated samples was observed, which is similar to that of pyrene excimers but shifts to shorter wavelength. The typical FTIR bands of pyrene shift to lower wavenumbers in the incubated samples. D- and G-bands in Raman spectra of SWNTs also shift to low frequencies. All these spectroscopic evidences reveal the stronger pi-pi stacking interaction between the nanotubes and pyrene molecules over the pyrene dimers, which leads to the formation of pyrene-carbon nanotube complexes. The systems of SWNTs and pyrene molecules were also studied with molecular simulation. It was found from the binding energy calculation that a stronger interaction presents between the pyrene molecule and the nanotube. In addition, the simulation gives some structural information about the pyrene-nanotube complex, such as the staggered conformation of pyrene on nanotube. The effect of defects in carbon nanotube sidewall was also discussed.